Give Him a Network Protocols Poster

The poster is designed for IT, networking and telecom professionals and students. It is informative with lots of technical details these people love ... and cool.

(PRWEB) November 22, 2004 -- Choosing a right gift for him in the holiday season might be a bigger challenge than you have imagined, because he would not be impressed by anything on the main street. Javvin's Poster of Network Communication Protocols Map is a unique choice. To view and order the map on web, please visit: http://www.javvin.com

It is a large (27 in x 39 in) and high quality poster for offices, labs, class rooms and homes. The network protocol map includes protocols from all data network communication and Telecommunication standard organizations such as IEEE, IETF, ITU, and ISO, plus leading technology vendors such as Cisco, IBM, Microsoft, HP, Bell Labs, SUN, Novell and Apple. It covers protocols of all technology domains in network communication such as TCP/IP, VOIP, SAN, Security, VPN, LAN (including Ethernet), MAN, WAN (including ATM) and UNIX.

The following are feedbacks:

"I'm delighted with my copy of the map. ... I'm pleased to be able to look graphically at modern protocols -- the stuff underpinning VoIP, for instance, and the multicast routing protocol section."

"I am an IT engineer. I have the Javvin Map of Communication Protocols hanging on my office wall. It helps me get an instant answer to many network and communication questions."

"It was last holiday season... I purchased a few copies of Javvin's Map of Communication Protocols. I framed them and gave them to my customers as holiday gifts. They were very delighted. The pictures have been hanging on their walls since then and remind them everyday of our wonderful relationship."

"I am a certified Cisco trainer. I order the Javvin Map of Communication Protocol for all my students. The Map is very illustrative for an overall picture of networks and communications. It consistently makes my students very happy (better than T-Shirts for sure!) and they refer more people to my class."

Javvin Technologies Inc., based at the Silicon Valley of California USA, is a leading company providing network management and network security software, information products and training services to IT, networking and Telecom industries.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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